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ABSTRACT 

The purpose is to investigate the response of the surrounding rock mass’s seepage field, 
displacement field, and stress field during dynamic tunneling in soft soil. Relied on a large-diameter 
river-crossing shield tunnel project, considering driving force, shield tail grouting pressure, and the 
friction resistance between the shield shell and the soil, a three-dimensional fine tunnel model taking 
into account the liquid-solid coupling effect (LSCE) in the soil during dynamic tunneling was 
established by employing the finite difference method. The response characteristics of pore water 
pressure(PWP), displacement and stress in the surrounding rock mass were obtained. The results 
show that due to the liquid-solid coupling(LSC) in the surrounding rock mass, the PWP in the range 
of 0.5 times the hole diameter around the tunnel reduces and increases, respectively, during shield 
tunneling and shield tail grouting. The PWP of the soil close to the vault falls as the shield tunneling 
recedes, whereas the PWP close to the tunnel arch bottom rises. The impact range of shield tail 
grouting on the vertical settlement of the overlying soil is about 0.5 times the hole diameter. The 
shield tail grouting can significantly lessen the vertical settlement of the overlying soil and moderate 
the vertical uplift of the bottom soil. During shield tunneling the vertical stress distribution of the soil 
above the vault of the working position and around the excavation surface is funnel-shaped, and the 
vertical stress around the excavated tunnel decreases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the advancement of urbanization, the problem of traffic congestion on the ground is 
becoming more and more prominent. Therefore, the development of underground traffic has become 
an important way to alleviate traffic congestion in large and medium-sized cities [1,2]. A great many 
river-crossing shield tunnels have been constructed or under construction along the river and coastal 
areas around the world, such as Seikan Tunnel (Japan), The Channel Tunnel (Britain and France), 
Jiaozhou Bay Undersea Tunnel (China), Cross Harbour Tunnel (Hong Kong), and Oujiang North 
Tunnel (China). Many challenges face the construction of a river-crossing shield tunnel under 
complex environmental conditions such as saturated soft soil, high water pressure and safety 
problems [3-5]. The shield tunneling will inevitably disturb the surrounding rock mass, and then the 
LSCE becomes obvious between soil particles and pore water. The PWP, displacement and stress 
of saturated soil are dynamically changed. Time-varying water-soil pressure severely affects the 
sealing of segments and the grouting quality behind the segments. In severe cases, it will threaten 
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the safe construction of shield tunnel, and the impact is particularly serious for large-diameter shield 
tunnel. Therefore, it is of great significance to explore the liquid-solid coupling response of saturated 
soft clay during dynamic tunneling of large-diameter river-crossing shield tunnels. 

For the liquid-solid coupling response in the soil around the tunnel during the shield tunneling, 
researchers have conducted a lot of researches by employing theoretical analysis, numerical 
analysis and test methods, and fruitful results have been achieved. In terms of theoretical research, 
Zareifard and Fahimifar [6] analyzed the stability of underwater tunnel while taking the seepage force 
into account, and established the analytical solution of stress field and displacement field of 
surrounding rock mass of underwater tunnel. Wang et al. [7] considered the spatial variability of 
geotechnical parameters and applied random field theory to the reliability index analysis of ground 
settlement induced by the shield tunneling. According to the elastic-plastic theory, Pinto et al. [8] 
deduced the analytical solution of ground subsidence caused by shallow tunnel excavation in soft 
soil strata. Using the complex variable function theory, the distribution laws of the displacement, 
stress and PWP were obtained under the special conditions around the tunnel [9-12]. Taking the 
tunnel project in karst area of Dalian Metro Line 5 as the background, Zhang et al. [13] derived the 
linear relationship between Smax,0/Smax,z and (1-Hz/h) and its influence parameters based on the 
principle of similar soil loss. Using the multiple linear regression method, the prediction formula of 
the maximum ground subsidence caused by shield excavation under the condition of karst cave was 
established. Using extreme gradient boosting, artificial neural network, support vector machine, and 
multivariate adaptive regression spline, Zhang et al. [5] proposed a ground subsidence prediction 
model for EPB tunnel in Singapore. Ocak and Seker [14] employed artificial neural network, support 
vector machine and Gaussian processes to predict the ground settlement of Istanbul Metro tunnel 
excavated by earth pressure balance shield. However, in most theoretical methods the strata were 
regarded as homogeneous when studying the displacement field and PWP field during shield 
tunneling, and the influence of the actual multiple strata was not considered. Most methods are only 
applicable to specific conditions, and could not be widely used in the practical project due to the 
complexities of the ground conditions. In addition, numerical analysis is a favorite method for 
studying ground deformation caused by shield tunneling. Liu et al. [15] established a three-
dimensional finite difference numerical model employing FLAC 3D, considering the factors such as 
trapezoidal support force, shield cone, trapezoidal grouting pressure, grouting body solidification, 
timely placement of lining, the soil settlement caused by shield tunnel excavation in silty sand stratum 
was studied. Using the discrete element method, Hu et al. [16] studied the surface and underground 
deformation characteristics of sandy soil under various burial depths and screw conveyor speeds. 
Based on the shield tunnel project in water-rich soft stratum, Li et al. [17] established a three-
dimensional refined model considering fluid-solid coupling during shield tunneling, the effects of 
excavation face support pressure, friction between shield and soil, and synchronous grouting amount 
on ground settlement and structural deformation were mainly studied. To analyze the distribution of 
the stress field, displacement field, and PWP field in the soil during shield tunneling, numerical 
models with liquid-solid coupling were developed in the relevant literature [18-20]. Cheng et al. 
explored fluid-solid interaction response of subsea tunnel taking high water pressure [21] and under 
earthquake [22] into account. Yao et al. [23] studied the ground collapses in sand cobble strata 
caused by shield tunnel construction of Lanzhou Metro Line 1, divided the ground collapses into 
three types, A, B and C, and put forward corresponding control measures. Yuan et al. [24] used field 
monitoring to investigate the disturbance mechanism and the influence law on the surrounding rock 
soil in each stage of shield tunneling of a super-large diameter slurry shield tunnel. Using model test 
and finite element simulation, Shahin et al. [25] investigated the impact of ground overload and 
construction sequence on ground subsidence brought on by tunnel construction. Relied on Luoyang 
urban rail transit engineering, Wang et al. [26] conducted field tests in sandy cobble stratum, and 
studied the excavation disturbance and influence range of soil in each stage of earth pressure 
balance shield tunneling. Using numerical simulation, the disturbance characteristics of deformation, 
seepage and stress state of sandy cobble stratum during shield tunneling were obtained. Xie et al. 
[27] used the finite difference method to optimize the construction parameters of an EPB shield 
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tunnel, and validated the applicability of the numerical model of a large-diameter tunnel through field 
monitoring. However, in most numerical methods, the influence of liquid-solid coupling on seepage 
field and displacement field during dynamic shield tunneling was not considered, and most studies 
mainly focused on sandy soil strata, there were relatively few studies concentrating on dynamic 
tunneling in the silty soft soil strata with overlying water. 

Relied on the large-diameter river-crossing shield tunnel project of S2 line of Wenzhou city 
railway, considering relevant parameters of shield tunneling, a fine numerical model considering the 
LSCE in the soil around the tunnel during dynamic excavating of a large-diameter river-crossing 
shield tunnel was established by employing finite difference method. The response characteristics 
of PWP, displacement and stress in the soil were obtained, and the influence of shield tail grouting 
on settlement characteristics and mechanical properties of strata during shield excavation was also 
analyzed. The findings of this research have significant theoretical implications for the construction 
of large-diameter river-crossing shield tunnels. 

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF LIQUID-SOLID COUPLING 

Seepage field equation of saturated soft soil 

It is supposed that the flow of pore water in soil obeys Darcy's law. The compression of 
porous media follows the principle of Terzaghi effective stress. The seepage in soil is saturated flow. 
According to the porous media seepage theory, only considering the vertical compression, the three-
dimensional seepage continuity equation of porous media single-phase fluid is as follows [28]. 
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In the actual seepage, the source term w is considered to be added at the left of the above 

equation to obtain the basic seepage differential equation of single-phase fluid in compressible 
media. 
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The seepage field equation can be solved according to the constant pressure boundary 
condition or the constant flow boundary condition. 

Displacement field equation of saturated soft soil 

For small deformation, the fluid particle balance equation without considering the temperature 
effect is 
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Where qi, j represents flow velocity of fluid, qv represents fluid source intensity (1/s), M is biot 

modulus (N/m2), a is biot coefficient, and  is volume strain. 
The variation of fluid pore pressure is caused by changes in the volume strain of the rock-soil 

mass. Meanwhile, changes in fluid pore pressure results in the variation of volume strain. The 
incremental form of the porous media constitutive equation can be expressed as 

ˆ+ =ij ij ij ij ijp H      （ , ） （4） 
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Where i j
  represents stress increment; Hij represents a given function; i j

  represents 

the total strain. 
The compatibility equation can be used to characterize the relationship between strain rate 

and velocity gradient. 
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Where 
.

u  represents velocity at some point in the medium. 

The displacement field can be solved by knowing the surface displacement of rock and soil 

skeleton = （ , y, z）
i j i j

u u x . 

ENGINEERING CASE 

Calculation parameters 

Taking the river-crossing shield tunnel project of S2 line of Wenzhou city railway as the 
background, the project adopted the pressure balance shield machine with a diameter of 14900mm, 
which started from the Jiangnan working well and then advanced to the north, crossed the waters of 
Oujiang North Estuary, and reached the Jiangbei receiving well. The working diagram of mud 
balanced shield is shown in Figure 1. The tunnel lining ring has an outer diameter of 14500mm, an 
inner diameter of 13300mm, a ring width of 2000mm, and a segment thickness of 600mm.. The 
schematic diagram of shield tunneling across river is shown in Figure 2. 

  

Fig. 1 –The working diagram of mud balanced 
shield. 

Fig. 2 – Schematic diagram of shield tunneling 
across river 

Table 1 displays the stratigraphic distribution and the parameters of a typical stratigraphic 
section. Affected by sea tide, the depth of the overlying water on the riverbed of Oujiang River is 8-
16 m. 

Tab. 1 - Lithologic parameters 

Stratum 
Moisture ratio under 

natural status /% 
ρ/（kN/m3） Es/MPa φ/° c/kPa μ 

Silt(1) 61.84 16.5 1.97 2.93 6.05 0.3 

Silt(2) 56.34 16.8 2.09 3.11 6.38 0.3 

Silt clay 50.05 17.3 2.5 3.89 6.24 0.32 

Clay 40.46 18.4 3.6 4.12 6.76 0.35 
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The physical characteristics of the shield shell, lining, and grouting body are presented in 
Table 2. The lining structure's rigidity has been reduced to 85% of its original stiffness due to the 
impact of the staggered arrangement of segments and the segment joints. 

 
Tab. 2 - Physical and mechanical parameters 

 ρ/（kg/m3） μ E/MPa 

Shield machine shell 7850 0.3 200000 

Lining 2500 0.2 30600 

Grouting body 2200 0.25 400 

Computational model and boundary conditions 

Employing the finite difference software FLAC3D, the calculation model of shield dynamic 
tunneling across river in multi-layer is established taking the liquid-solid coupling effect into account. 
Because of the structure's symmetry, half of the model is established for analysis. The model size is 
65.45m×100m×78.2m based on the actual project size and taking the influence of the boundary 
effect into account, as shown in Figure 3. The water level above the riverbed is 12 m. The length of 
the shield machine is selected as 6 m. According to the technical data of the project, the weight of 
the shield machine is 1655 t. The lining segment has a width of 2 m, a thickness of 0.6 m, and the 
thickness of the grouting layer behind the lining ring is 0.2m. The surrounding rock mass and grouting 
layer adopt an 8-node solid element, and the lining and shield shell adopt shell element. The 
following are the boundary conditions: The upper surface of the model is subjected to 120 MPa pore 
water pressure and 120 MPa vertical force. The horizontal displacements on the model's four sides 
are constrained, as is the vertical displacement at the bottom. The model's four sides and the bottom 
have impermeable boundaries. 

  

(a)  Integral model of shield tunnel (b)  Boundary constraints of shield tunnel 

Fig. 3 – Schematic diagram of river-crossing tunnel model 

Numerical procedure 

For the soil, the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) criterion is chosen, and the elastic model is applied to 
the lining segment and the shield shell. The total overburden pressure is chosen in the calculation. 
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To mimic the consolidation settlement of underwater strata prior to tunnel excavation, the ground 
stress balancing is performed, and at this point, the PWP in the soil is treated as hydrostatic pressure. 

In the numerical simulation of shield tunneling across river, the shield machine advances 2 
meters for each excavation ring. According to the monitoring data of the practical project, the 
tunneling speed of the river-crossing shield tunnel is low, which is 6-8m/d. In addition, the supporting 
pressure on the excavation face is constant, which is simulated as the surface load distributed along 
the depth trapezoid, so the tunneling speed is considered to be constant. Therefore, the influence of 
tunneling speed on the surrounding rock soil is not considered in this paper. The supporting pressure 
acting at the tunnel surface center is obtained by Equation (6), and the gradient pressure is acted 
on the tunnel surface. The tail grouting pressure is set as 0.5273MPa according to the water-soil 
pressure around the hole. Considering the condensation and hardening of shield tail grouting is 
completed within 8~11 hours, and the excavation of one ring is completed within about 6 hours, it is 
assumed that the shield machine excavates two rings during this period. To simplify the calculation, 
the grouting pressure of the former ring on the surrounding rock soil and lining segment is considered 
as 0.2637MPa when the shield tail grouting of back ring is carried out [29]. The friction resistance 
between the shield shell and the soil is calculated by Equation (7), which is 159132N/m2. By using a 
method in which fluid calculations and solid mechanics calculations are performed simultaneously, 
the liquid-solid coupling effect is obtained during shield tunneling across river. 

0 0= =[ +( ( 1) 1) ]x y d wk k n gh    
 

（6） 

Where, k0 is the lateral pressure coefficient, and n is the porosity. Based on the results of 
engineering geological investigation, k0 is 0.674, and n is 0.51. 
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where, p0 is the soil's vertical force at the top of the shield machine, p01 is the soil's vertical 
force at the bottom of the shield machine, p1 is the lateral force at the top of the tunnel, p2 is the 
lateral force at the bottom of the tunnel, D is the shield machine’s outer diameter, L is its length, u is 
the friction coefficient between the soil and the steel body, and u is 0.3. 

To avoid the effect of boundary conditions on the seepage, displacement and stress in the 
soil around underwater tunnel, the 29m section of the 15th ring in the middle of the tunnel was taken 
as the analysis section, and the measuring points were arranged on this section. It is assumed that 
the shield machine has completed the excavation of the first three rings at the beginning, and the 
soil is in a stable state.  

LIQUID-SOLID COUPLING RESPONSE OF SURROUNDING ROCK SOIL  

Pore water pressure analysis 

Figures 4 and 5 show the variation laws of PWP at measuring points with shield tunneling 
from the fourth ring to the 24th ring. Measuring points are arranged at different radius (7.45m, 8.45m, 
9.45m, 10.45m, 11.45m, 12.45m, 13.45m, 14.45m, 15.45m) along 45° direction between arch waist 
and vault of the tunnel in 29m section of the 15th ring in Figure 4. In Figure 5, measuring points are 
arranged at different heights (7.45m, 8.45m, 9.45m, 10.45m, 11.45m, 12.45m, 13.45m, 14.45m, 
15.45m) above the tunnel vault in 29m section of the 15th ring. It can be seen from the figures that 
during the shield tunneling from the 14th to the 17th ring, owing to the continuous disturbance to the 
soil of the analysis section, the stress of the surrounding soil releases, the PWP of the measuring 
points around the tunnel in a certain range of the analysis section is reduced because of the decrease 
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of porosity and permeability. And the PWP of the measuring points in this range dropped most during 
the excavation of the 17th ring. As the shield machine excavates to the 18th ring, at this time the 
shield tail grouting of the 15th ring is carried out. Due to the reinforcement effect of grouting pressure 
and grouting amount on the soil, the PWP at the measuring points of the analysis section rises 
sharply. During the excavation of the 19th ring, the grouting in the 15th ring has not been completely 
solidified and hardened, and there is still a certain grouting pressure on the soil. The PWP at the 
measuring points in the surrounding rock soil decreases to a certain extent, but it is generally higher 
than that of the 17th ring tunneling. After that, the PWP of the measuring points gradually become 
stable. From Figures 4 and 5, it can be concluded that the impact range of the PWP in surrounding 
rock soil around the tunnel during the underwater shield tunneling is about 0.5R (R is the outer 
diameter of the shield tunnel). 
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Fig. 4 – Pore water pressure of measuring 
points along 45°direction 

Fig. 5 – Pore water pressure of vertical 
measuring points above tunnel vault 

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the PWP distribution of the longitudinal section containing the 
tunnel axis and the monitoring cross section when the shield machine excavates to the 16th and the 
18th ring, respectively. It can be obtained from Figure 6(a) that when the shield tunneling reaches 
the 16th ring, because of the disturbance to the soil in a certain range around the tunnel, the effective 
stress of the soil in this range is released. And there is a significant liquid-solid coupling in the soil, 
which lowers the PWP in this range. It can be obtained from Figure 6(b) that when the shield 
tunneling reaches the 18th ring, the shield tail grouting of the 15th ring is carried out. The effective 
stress of soil particles increases in a certain range around the tunnel, the soil particles undergo 
compression deformation, and the liquid-solid coupling raises the PWP. 

The distribution of PWP on the longitudinal section containing the tunnel axis is roughly 
similar when the shield reaches the 16th and the 18th ring. In the completed construction section (1-
12 rings in Figure 6(a), 1-14 rings in Figure 6(b)), the PWP in the soil near the vault decreases and 
increases near the tunnel arch bottom. The reason is that with the solidification and hardening of the 
grouting body, the soil above the vault sinks under the vertical water-soil pressure, and the effective 
stress of soil particles increases. The soil under the tunnel arch bottom uplifts, and the effective 
stress decreases. Under the assumption that the total stress of the soil remains constant, the PWP 
in the soil above the vault decreases, while the PWP in the soil near the tunnel arch bottom increases. 
So, tunnel anti-floating measures such as secondary grouting should be taken during construction. 
Furthermore, the PWP distribution around the excavation surface is funnel-shaped. To summarize, 
it is suggested that the PWP in the surrounding rock mass be regarded as dynamic water pressure 
caused by the liquid-solid coupling in the underwater shield tunnel construction. 
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(a) PWP when shield crossing 

  
(b) PWP when shield tail grouting 

Fig. 6 – PWP of monitoring section 

Displacement field analysis 

Vertical displacement during shield tunneling 

Figure 7 presents the variation laws of vertical displacement at measuring points with shield 
tunneling from the fourth ring to the 24th ring. Measuring points are arranged at different heights 
(7.45m, 8.45m, 9.45m, 10.45m, 11.45m, 12.45m, 13.45m, 14.45m, 15.45m) above the tunnel vault 
in 29m section of the 15th ring. The vertical subsidence of the monitoring point decreases as the 
distance between the monitoring point and the tunnel axis increases above the tunnel vault. When 
the shield machine excavates to the 8th ring, the small vertical settlement of the monitoring point 
above the vault of the 15th ring analysis section begins to produce. After that, with the shield machine 
excavating forward the disturbance to the monitoring section increases, and the vertical settlement 
of the monitoring point continues to increase. It shows that the influence range of the underwater 
shield tunneling on the vertical displacement of the front surrounding rock soil is about 1R. From the 
14th ring to the 17th ring, with the continuous shield tunneling, the vertical displacement of the 
monitoring points continues to increase due to the release of soil stress caused by the disturbance 
to the soil of the analysis section. When the shield tunnel is excavated to the 18th ring and the 19th 
ring the vertical displacement growth of the monitoring points tends to be gentle due to the 
reinforcement effect of the grouting pressure and grouting amount behind the 15th ring segment. 
The maximum vertical settlement of the vault measuring point (0,29,7.45) is 14.88mm. According to 
the excavation of the 20th and subsequent rings, the influence range of the synchronous grouting of 
the shield tail on the vertical settlement of the surrounding rock soil above the vault is approximately 
0.5R 
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Fig. 7 – Vertical displacement of measuring points above tunnel vault 

Figure 8 presents the vertical displacement distribution of the longitudinal section containing 
the tunnel axis and the monitoring cross section when the shield machine excavates to the 18th ring. 
It can be concluded that the LSCE in the soil is obvious during the underwater tunnel excavation, 
and the distribution of vertical displacement in surrounding rock mass is complex, especially around 
the tunnel. With the shield machine moving forward, the arch bottom of the tunnel uplifts and the 
vault sinks. Due to the grouting amount and grouting pressure behind the 15th ring lining segment, 
the vertical displacement of the soil above the 15th ring segment is significantly reduced. The local 
surrounding rock soil at the tunnel's bottom in front of the excavation face has a slight upward uplift, 
indicating that the slurry pressure on the excavation surface should be controlled to avoid excavation 
surface instability during the shield tunnel construction. 

 
 

Fig. 8 – Vertical displacement when shield tail grouting 

Strata settlement 

Figure 9 presents the vertical settlement of different strata above the vault of the tunnel in the 
29 m monitoring section of the 15th ring when tunneling in the 19th ring. It can be obtained that the 
maximum ground subsidence occurs at the upper part of the shield tunnel axis, and with the increase 
of stratum depth, the vertical settlement above the axis of the tunnel is larger. The shape of the 
settlement curve of each stratum is similar, and all conform to the Gaussian normal distribution of 
Peck curve. The deeper the depth of the stratum, the narrower the settlement trough width, indicating 
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that the disturbance range of the soil is smaller. This is consistent with the conclusions of existing 
studies, and also proves the correctness and reliability of the numerical analysis method in this 
paper. 
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Fig. 9 – Vertical settlement of different strata 

Vertical settlement of tunnel vault and arch bottom 
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Fig. 10 – Vertical displacement of measuring 
points at tunnel vault 

Fig. 11 – Vertical displacement of measuring 
points at arch bottom of tunnel 

Figures 10 and 11 show the relation curves between the vertical displacements of the 
measuring points and the number of tunneling ring along the tunnel excavation direction. The 
measuring points are located at the top and bottom of the tunnel at 13m, 19m, 25m, 29m, 33m, 35m, 
38m, and 42m, respectively. It can be obtained from the figure that the support of each lining segment 
and the grouting significantly reduce the vertical settlement rate of the vault and the vertical uplift 
rate of the arch bottom, which indicates that the shield tail synchronous grouting can effectively 
reinforce the surrounding rock soil. The displacement of the tunnel vault and arch bottom is typically 
stable while the shield machine advances. The final settlement of the tunnel vault is about 11.35 
mm, and the uplift of the arch bottom’s uplift is about 28.97 mm. 
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Vertical stress analysis 

Figure 12 shows the distribution of vertical stress on the longitudinal section along the tunnel 
axis and the monitoring cross section at the 29m section of the 15th ring in different stages of 
underwater shield tunneling. In different rings tunneling, the vertical stress distribution of the 
longitudinal section is basically similar. Due to the disturbance and stress release of the surrounding 
rock mass, the shield machine's continued forward motion significantly reduces the vertical stress of 
the soil surrounding the excavated tunnel. With the continuous advance of shield tunneling, the 
vertical stress around the tunnel tends to be stable, which is generally smaller than the initial stratum 
stress. It is advantageous for the safe operation of the shield tunnel in the later period. The vertical 
stress of the soil above the vault at the working position of the shield machine and at the excavation 
face presents a funnel-shaped distribution. For the vertical stress distribution of the monitoring cross 
section in different tunneling stages, in Figure 12(a), the shield tunneling has not reached the 
monitoring section, due to the disturbance to the front soil, the vertical stress of the front soil is 
released and reduces. In Figure 12(b), the shield machine crosses the monitoring section as the 
shield tunneling reaches the 16th ring. The soil around the monitoring section is disturbed, and the 
vertical force of the soil around the tunnel further reduces compared with the 13th ring. In Figure 
12(c), the shield tunneling reaches the 18th ring, and the tail grouting is carried out behind the 15th 
ring segment. The vertical stress of the soil on the upper part of the arch waist around the tunnel of 
the monitoring section continues to decrease, and the stress reduction range is greater than that of 
the 16th ring. The vertical stress of the soil at the lower part of the arch waist increases compared 
with that of the 16th ring, which indicates that the shield tail grouting can effectively resist floating. 
When the shield machine excavates to the 21st ring, far from the monitoring section, as shown in 
Figure 12(d), the vertical stress of the monitoring section gradually becomes stable. 

  
(a) The 13th ring 

  
(c) The 16th ring 

Fig. 12 – Vertical stress of monitoring section 
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(d) The 18th ring 

  
(e) The 21st ring 

Fig. 12 – Vertical stress of monitoring section 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1)    During the underwater shield tunneling and the shield tail grouting, the PWP in the range of 
0.5R around the tunnel reduces and increases respectively due to the liquid-solid coupling. When 
the shield moves away, the PWP of the soil near the tunnel vault decreases, and grows near the 
arch bottom of the tunnel, the tunnel anti-floating measures such as secondary grouting should be 
taken. The PWP in the surrounding rock soil should be regarded as hydrodynamic pressure in the 
construction of an underwater large-diameter shield tunnel. 
(2)    The influence range of underwater shield excavating on the vertical displacement of the front 
soil is about 1R. Due to stress release, the vertical settlement of the surrounding soil above the vault 
increases as the shield approaches the monitoring section. The reinforcement effect of shield tail 
grouting behind the lining segment can effectively reduce vault soil vertical subsidence and slow 
down arch bottom soil uplift. The influence range of shield tail grouting on the vertical subsidence of 
the soil above the vault is about 0.5R. 
(3)    The deeper the burial depth of the stratum, the narrower the ground subsidence trough and 
the smaller the ground disturbance range. The local soil at the bottom of the tunnel in front of the 
excavation surface uplifts, indicating that the slurry pressure on the excavation surface should be 
controlled to avoid the instability of the excavation surface during the tunneling. 
(4)    The vertical stress of the soil surrounding the tunnel reduces during the excavation of the 
shield, and the vertical stress of the soil above the vault of the working position of the shield machine 
and around the excavation face is funnel-shaped distribution due to the influence of liquid-solid 
coupling. After the vertical stress around the excavated tunnel tends to be stable, the vertical stress 
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is generally lower than the initial formation stress, which is advantageous for the safe operation of 
the shield tunnel in the later stage.  
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